
CESAMES China

Architecting a complex world

2-DAY TRAINING

‘‘Leader in Model Based Systems Engineering 

(MBSE)’’

A world-class training 

to better design and develop industrial systems
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You are working in:

 Army, Defense & Government

 Aerospace

 Biomedical & Health Care

 Chemicals & Petroleum 

 Adviser

 Agency Officer

 Consultant

 Director

 Engineer

Why choosing our training?

Our training is for you if…

 Electricals & Computer Systems 

 Energy, Oil & Gas 

 Grid Solutions

 Info-com. & Data

Your job is:

 Innovator – Researcher 

 Operational Manager

 Professor – Scientist

 Systems architect 

 Top manager

 Port & Logistics

 Transportation

 Urban Planning & Real Estate

 Water & Environment 

… and designing industrial systems is part of your daily work 

with its share of issues!
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1
Why choosing our training?

Mastering system design is a challenge!
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One of the characteristics of complex systems which make their design and management difficult, is

“emergence”. An emergence issue is an unexpected or unintended behavior of an industrial

system, opposite to the one that was expected., that appears during its lifecycle.

This especially concerns industrial systems composed of multiple heterogeneous components. It can be

critical in cases where safety, for example, is threatened through unintended interactions among the

functions provided by the multiple constituent components of a given system.

A system approach is mandatory to master complex systems design!

System approach redistributes the engineering effort towards early phases of a development project

in order to anticipate design risks and avoid costly late changes.

.
Our Leaders in Model Based Systems Engineering (MBSE) Training 

provides a general overview of how a system approach can be used

in the context of the design & development of industrial systems. 

It helps to prevent emergence issues!

Emergence issues

The solution



2 Presentation of the training

Agenda

Lunch

Period 3

Defining what shall do and 

how shall be the solution

Game 4

Functional 

& constructional 

requirements analysis

Day 1 Day 2

Key point: we will use a serious game training approach!

Key system 

concepts:

Stakeholders 

& needs

Lunch

Introduction

Period 2

Analyzing the services to be 

delivered to the stakeholders

8:30

12:30

13:30

10:00

Coffee break

Period 1

Identifying the stakeholders 

and their needs

Game 2 

Service identification 

& analysis

Key system 

concepts:

Lifecycle & use 

cases

Coffee break Coffee break

Period 4 

Specifying the performances 

expected from the solution
15:00

17:00

Game 3 

Functional & 

constructional 

architecture

Key system 

concepts:

Functions & 

components

Key system 

concepts:

Functional & 

constructional 

requirements

Game 1

stakeholder 

& need identification

10:30

15:30

Conclusion
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Coffee break



2
Presentation of the training

Concrete benefits and value

Our training module provides a common language, efficient tools and

techniques to use in your day-to-day activities to face complexity issues and to

design robust and stakeholder-driven industrial systems.

Concretely, after the training, you will achieve to:

 Identify the stakeholders of a system

 Capture and organize the stakeholder needs

 Identify and analyze the main use cases of a system

 Define what shall do and how shall be formed a system solution

 Specify the functional & constructional performances of a system

 Gain money and time

 Increase your competitiveness and become a leader in your domain
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2 Presentation of the training

Our difference: learning by doing – A serious game approach
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Our training proposes an innovative learning approach, letting you immerse yourself in the

MagTrans Universe…

Each key concept of the training is illustrated by an applicative approach thanks to the MagTrans

serious game. Apply on live on within the MagTrans case study what you learn to optimize your

understanding and the reuse of key concepts, methods and tools.

‘’The – now old – MagTrans transportation system is not anymore adapted to the 

growth and the comfort & service expectations of the population of your country. 

You have 2 days to design a completely new MagTrans infrastructure!’’
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Presentation of the training

Instructor & Pedagogy

Efficient and proven practice-oriented world-class 

training  with a top world-leader  

Daniel KROB

President of CESAMES

Institute Professor at Ecole Polytechnique (France)

Founder and General Chair CSD&M (Paris, France)

Founder and General co-chair CSD&M Asia (Singapore-China)

INCOSE Fellow* *International Council of Systems Engineering

Only 75 living Fellows in the World

Learning system design by studying & practicing selected case

studies within a serious game.

Our training is a combination of fundamentals and immediate operational

applications of all learned techniques, methods and tools.

Your Instructor

Our Pedagogy
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2 Presentation of the training

Practical information

Please contact: Ms. Pearl JWO 卓维珍, Development Manager / pearl.jwo@cesames.net

 Date: on demand

 Time: 8:30 to 17:00 (with 1 hour lunch break)

 Venue: Beijing, Shanghai, Shenzhen or city on demand

 Trainer: Daniel KROB

 Cost per person: RMB 14,900 including learning material, lunches & coffee-breaks

The training session are limited to 24 persons in order to guaranty fruitful discussion

and to ensure an optimal listening of the participants by the trainer.

To know more about our training and to pre-register:

www.cesames.net/en/training/short-trainings/

Next training session

Any question
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Know more about CESAMES

Our mission

“Succeeding to 

develop/update methods & 

tools, to avoid or solve clients 

projects’ or systems’ problems 

is our best reward” 

Daniel KROB

President of CESAMES

Created in 2009 by Daniel KROB, CESAMES has been developing its systems architecting

method (CESAM) and organizing events for the complex systems community.

CESAMES develops its expertise on a unique topic: methods for mastering the design &

development of complex integrated systems, that is to say new systems engineering & architecting

approaches allowing to face more efficiently the huge and permanently growing socio-technical

complexity which characterizes modern technical systems.
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More information on our website

www.cesames.net/en/
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Know more about CESAMES
Our methodology: CEsames Systems Architecting Method (CESAM)

The systems architecting method, which is promoted by CESAMES and used 

within this training, rely on NASA and INCOSE systems engineering frameworks. 
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Contact: pearl.jwo@cesames.net / +33650291481 /WeChat ID: PearlJWO

CESAMES helps you to architect a complex world


